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Charming Frames for Baby Photos: Keep Your Happy Memories Forever!

February 20, 2020 — AKVIS announces the launch of two brand new frame collections
for decorating baby photos. The recently released “It's a Boy” and “It's a Girl” packs include 100 frames each.
The ready-to-use adorable templates are divided into two sets, for boys and girls, but can suit any baby. The
sets are also available  in a  discounted bundle representing a versatile  collection of  stylish frames for
family photographs.

AKVIS releases two frame packs - It's a Boy and It's a Girl - each with 100 digital ready-to-use frames of
superior quality, designed by professional graphic artists specifically for infants and their family. The high-
resolution templates filled with warmth and love will help you to keep the cutest memories of your baby's
first year.

The birth of a child is always a miracle; it's a magical start of the new life. Every day is full of discoveries and
events and filled with sweet and funny stories. First smile, first tooth, favorite toy, first steps, first birthday...
Surely, we want to keep these priceless moments forever!

The marvelous AKVIS frames will help to beautifully decorate the most vivid and delicate memories. They will
be a perfect gift for new parents. Embellish your baby’s photos, make an invitation to a family holiday event
or a greeting card for grandparents, a catchy slideshow with your baby's milestones, etc. Create your unique
family stories. Make wonderful memories you will always treasure!

See the new frames for baby boys and baby girls at akvis.com.

AKVIS offers a wide range of themed frame packs divided into different categories: Family (with the new
sets), Hobbies  &  Interests, Styles  &  Trends, Holidays  &  Events, Four  Seasons, Countries,  and Free
Frames.

The AKVIS frame collections can be used with the AKVIS Frames freeware and AKVIS ArtSuite program,
on Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 - 32/64-bit, and Mac OS X 10.10-10.11, macOS 10.12-10.15 - 64-bit.

The price of each new frame pack is $17. Both packs - for boys and girls - can be ordered in the Baby's First
Year bundle 30% Off.

 

AKVIS (akvis.com)  specializes  in  the  development  of  image  and  video  processing  software.  Since  the
company's launch in 2004, it has released a number of successful products for Windows and Mac.

AKVIS Frames: akvis.com/en/frames/index.php

Frame Packs: akvis.com/en/frame-packs/index.php

It’s a Boy Frame Packs: akvis.com/en/frame-packs/babyboy-pack.php

It’s a Girl Frame Packs: akvis.com/en/frame-packs/babygirl-pack.php
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